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To Michael, as he is sometimes known, with love.
- S.D.

To all the believers: stay strong, the path may not be easy but it’s worth it.
- C.T.
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Monks shovel.
Monks hum.
Monks watch winter weather come. 
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Father Abbot sees black smoke,
grabs his heavy winter cloak.
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Monks watch.
Monks warm.

Monks don’t mind
approaching storm. 
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S.D. -- for John Robert

C.T. -- for Mom and Dad,  
who gave me the freedom to chase my dreams

Also from Chesterton Press:
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to trust that the Lord will provide their daily bread.
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On a hill above the prairie,
stands Archangel Monastery.
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Monks wake.
Monks pray.
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Monks thank God 
for this new day
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Monks work.

Monks play.

Monks stay busy every day.



Father Abbott keeps an eye  
on every monk as he walks by.



Monks are restless.  
Monks glare.

Monks are frowning during prayer.



Father Abbot wonders why.  
Leaves his place and starts to pry.



Monks fuss.  
Monks make a scene.  

Monks say things they know are mean.
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